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ABSTRACT 
A bounded function f from an abelian group G into a complete nonarchimedean valued field K 
is said to be almost periodic (_feAP(G+K)) if its translates form a compactoid in the uniform 
topology. The goal of this paper is the theorem below. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let K be algebraically closed. Then the following are equi- 
valent. 
(a) There exists a K-valued invariant mean on AP(G+K). 
(p) The K-valued characters of G form an orthonormal base of AP(G-+K). 
(y) Let p be the residual characteristic of K. If p f 0 then G is p-divisible. If 
p=O then G is a torsion group. 
NOTE. For technical proofs and details that are omitted, examples, generali- 
zations, see [S]. 
9 1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout G is an additively written abelian group and K is an algebraically 
closed nonarchimedean valued field that is complete under the metric induced 
by the valuation 1 j. The residue class field of K is k. The characteristic of a field 
L is char L. 
For terms which are not explained below we refer to [4]. 
Let E be a normed space over K. The topological dual of E is E’, the set of 
all continuous linear maps E-E is 9(E). Let YcE. Then [Y] (co Y) is the 
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K-subspace (absolutely convex set) generated by Y. The closure of Y is ! . . 
Instead of co Y we write co Y. Observe that Co Y = co Y = [Y] if the norm on 
E (and K) is trivial. 
Let X be a set. Then @X-tK) is the K-Banach algebra of all bounded 
functions X-K with respect to pointwise operations and the supremum norm 
11 Ilm. The K-valued characteristic function of a VCX is rV. 
Foranf:G~KandsEGwesetS,(x):=f(s+x)(xEG)andfc:={S,:sEG}. 
For p prime, G is p-divisible if x-px (XCZ G) is surjective. 
Let Gk be the set of all characters (i.e. homomorphisms of G into the 
multiplicative group {IEK: III = 1)). Let &%?(G+K) be the set of all 
representative functions (i.e. bounded functions f for which [fo] is finite 
dimensional). Let AP(G+K) be the set of all almost periodic functions (i.e. 
functions f for which fo is a compactoid in B(G-+K)). With respect to the 
natural operation(s), Gk is a group, [Gk], 3(G-K) and AP(G+K) are K- 
algebras, AP(G+K) is closed in B(G+K). 
We have the obvious inclusions 
[G;] c S(G-*K)cAP(G+K) 
REMARK. Functions f for which fc is precompact (this is the “classical” 
notion of almost periodicity) are studied in [l], [2], [4]. However, since K is not 
locally compact, even for characters (r the set (Ed is in general not precompact 
which is our reason for considering a more general notion of almost periodicity. 
An invariant mean is an element MeAP(G+K)’ satisfying M(l)= 1, 
1IMIl =l, M(f,)=Mf) (.~EAP(G-+K), SEC). 
We now prove the two “simple” implications (p)-(a)*(y) of the Main 
Theorem. 
PROOF of (p) * ((r). Direct verification shows that 
C &.a-A, (&EK, lim &=O), 
aec; a 
where 1 denotes the unit character, is an (in fact, unique) invariant mean on 
AP(G+K). 
PROOF of ((x)*(y). Let A4 be an invariant mean on AP(G+K). 
(i) Let char k=p#O. Suppose G is not p-divisible. Then there is a homo- 
morphism TI of G onto the group CP of p elements. The formula N(f) = 
=Mcfo rr) defines an invariant mean N on AP(CP+K)=KP. Then 1 = 
= lN( l)/ = ) pN(<(,))lI ) pl conflicting ) pl < 1. 
(ii) Let char k = 0. Suppose G is not a torsion group. By divisibility of Q there 
exists a nonzero additive homomorphism f: G+QcK. Then f EB(G+K). 
For any SEC we have f,=f(s).l+f~[l,f] so that ~E~(G+K), but 
M(f) = M(fs) = f (s) + M(f) implying f(s) = 0 for all s E G, a contradiction. 
For the remaining implication (y)*(p) we quote the following “stepping 
stone”. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (y). Then Gk is an orthonormal set in AP(G-+K) 
and [Gi] = W(G+K). 
PROOF. [5], Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. [6], Theorem 2.2. 
For our proof of (y)*(p) we need the structure theorem 6.19 of [3] on 
complete compactoids which is valid for spherically complete K only. So we 
shall first obtain the Main Theorem for those K. Observe that (y)- (8) is 
obvious if the valuation of K is trivial. 
5 2. THE MAIN THEOREM FOR SPHERICALLY COMPLETE K 
Although it is not strictly necessary at every instance, throughout 5 2 we 
assume that K is spherically complete, nontrivially valued. 
A p-divisible G is easily seen to be a quotient of an abelian group r for which 
x-px (xE~) is bijective. If ri is an orthonormal base of AP(F+K) then, by 
straightforward arguments, Gk is an orthonormal base of AP(G+K). This 
observation, together with Proposition 1, shows that in order to obtain (v) * (/I) 
it suffices to prove (v)**(p)* where 
oJ)* If char k=p#O then x-px (xEG) is 
If char k=O then G is a torsion group. 
(p)* Z(G-tK) =AP(G+K). 
For the proof of (y)*- (p) * we need the 
bijective. 
following concept. Let 0 < E < 1. A 
functionf: G--+{A EK: IAl= l} is called an &-character if jf(s + t) -f(s)f(t)I 5 E 
for all s,tEG. 
PROPOSITION 2. SZlppOSf? (y)*. Then for each E-character f there exists a 
(unique) character (Y such that Ilf- (~11 oo I E. 
PROOF. (i) Let char k =p#O. A few calculations show that 
s - a(s) : = lim f(p -‘.QP”, 
n-c= 
where p -“s is the unique t E G for which p*t =s, satisfies the requirements. 
(ii) Let char k = 0. Here we use Zorn’s Lemma; we shall prove the key step: 
let H be a subgroup of G, let a EH~ be such that If- (~1 I E on H, let 
s E G \ H. Then a extends to a character d on the group H’ generated by H and 
{s} such that If- -I_ a -=EonH’.Infact,H’/H=~/qZforsomeqE{2,3,...}.Set 
&(ns+h)=O”cr(h) (nE{O,l,...,q-l},hEH), 
where 0 E K is chosen such that Oq = a(qs), 10 -f(s)1 5 E. (The existence of 
such a 0 follows from Hensel’s Lemma applied to X4 - a(qs) E K[X]. Observe 
that, as char k=O, lql= 1.) Then d is the required character. 
REMARKS 
1. Uniqueness of (Y follows from orthonormality (Proposition 1). 
2. The conclusion of Proposition 2 is false if one replaces (y)* by (y). (See [7], 
Proposition 3.4). 
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We shall need a multidimensional version of Proposition 2. To this end, 
let (e II I/r, II 11~) be a nonzero finite-dimensional bi-normed space such that 
sup { Il4z~llxll l:x~E,x#O}<l. A map s-A, of G into 2(E) is called a 
blurred representation of G in E if 
(i) each A, is an isometry for 1) II1 and 11 12, 
(ii) for all s, t E G 
lIAs+rx--Axll, 5 II~II~ CxeE). 
(To see the connection with e-characters, take E= K, /I 11  = j 1, 11 /I2 = ~1 1, 
AJ =f(s)A (,I E K, SE G), where f is an e-character.) 
PROPOSITION 3 (FOCUSSING THEOREM). Suppose (y)*, let (EJ ll,,/I jj2) be as 
above, let SW A, be a blurred representation of G in E. Then for each Q> 1 
there exists a representation s++ U, of G in E such that llAsx- Z/,XII,IQ~/X~I~ 
(SE G, XEE). 
For the proof, see [8] $0 9-12. (Although the basic ideas are the same, the 
techniques of the proof of Proposition 2 do not directly carry over; the repre- 
sentation U is, in general, not unique.) 
PROPOSITION 4. (y)* implies Z(G-tK) =AP(G-+K). 
PROOF. Let f EAP(G-+K), E>O; we shall produce a ge 92(G-+K) with 
jlf-gllmse. We may assume feB(G-+K). Then 
S:=cofo 
is an infinite-dimensional complete compactoid, so by [3], Theorem 6.19 it 
decomposes into a /I II,-orthogonal direct sum 
where each S, is a bounded onedimensional absolutely convex set and where 
diam Sr 2 diam SZ 2 ... > 0, limn_, diam S, = 0. We fix an m E N such that 
diam S, + , c diam S, and diam S, + 1 <s/2. The Banach space H generated by 
S is shift invariant; the space D : = [S,, . . . , S,] may not be. Let P : H-D be the 
obvious projection. Then the formula 
A,d=Pd, 
defines a map s-As of G into 5?(D) that is easily seen to be a blurred repre- 
sentation of G in (0, II I/_,, /I 112) where 
ildliz:=diam S,+,.q(d) (deD) 
and q is the Minkowski (semi)norm on D associated to Or=:‘=, S,. 
One verifies that 
(*) llA,d-4,~ lIdlIz CdeD, SEC). 
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By the above Focussing Theorem there exists a representation SH U, of G in D 
for which 
(**) II&d- U,d11,521/dll, (SEC, deD). 
Now write f = CT=, f, where f, E S, for each n, set h : = Cz=, f, and define 
g:G+Kby 
g(s) = (W)(O). 
Then ge %(G+K) since U is a finite dimensional representation. To see that 
I( f - gll m 5 E, write 
llf-gll,rmax (IIf-hllm711h-gll~) 
and observe that 
Ilf-hII,= II !+, f,ll,~diam %+I~E 
lh(s)-g(s)/=lh,(O)-(~,h)(O)l~Ilh,-~,hl/,~~ (sE’J 
where the final inequality holds since, by (*) and (**) 
Ilk U,hll,~max (llh,-4hll,, IW- U,hll,) 
52llhll,=2 diam S,+,q(h)12 diam S,,.+~~E. 
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem for spherically complete K. 
5 3. THE MAIN THEOREM FOR NONSPHERICALLY COMPLETE K 
In $ 3 K is not spherically complete and L >K is the spherical completion 
of K in the sense of [4], Theorem 4.49. Then L is algebraically closed. To 
avoid ambiguity we shall say that a subset of a Banach space E over L is a 
K-compactoid if it is a compactoid in the K-Banach space E. Each such a 
K-compactoid is automatically an L-compactoid so we have AP(G-+K)C 
AP(G+L). The idea of the proof of (y)*(B) is quite simple: Let f e 
AP(G-+K). By Q 2 it has an expansion 
f= c &*a (&EL). 
aec: 
It suffices to prove that cx E Gk and A, E K. To this end the following lemma is 
crucial. 
LEMMA 5. Let char k =p # 0. If T is a p-divisible subgroup of {A EL : IA / = 1 } 
that is also a K-compactoid in L then TcK. 
PROOF. Suppose we had an a0 E T, a0 $ K. Then choose a,, a2, . . . in T such 
that a,P+, = a, for each n E (0, 1,2, . . . }. As the residue class fields of K and 
L are isomorphic we have 0< dist (ao, K)< 1. Elementary calculations yield 
dist (a,,, K) = dist (a, + ,, K)p for large n, so by forgetting a finite initial part of 
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ao,a,, --. we obtain a sequence bo, b,, . . . in T such that r := dist (b,, K) is 
strictly between 0 and 1, b,P+ 1 = b,,dist (b,, K)pn =< for each n. We shall 
arrive at a contradiction by proving that bo, bl, . . . is <p’@P ‘)-orthogonal in 
the K-Banach space L ([4], Theorem 4.37). In fact, let Ao,l,,...,A,~K and 
consider 
x=Aobo+A,bl+ es. -t&b,. 
If A,#0 we have 
where the Oi are in K. We find 
1x1 z1/2,/dist (b,, K)pn = (A,/< = <jAobo(. 
By the strong triangle inequality we then also have 
jxIz<lA,bl+ ... +A,b,j. 
By treating y=A,b, + ... +A,,b, in the above spirit we find lyj z<“p~A1bl/ 
obtaining 
~~~~~‘+(“~‘~A~b,l. 
Inductively we find for each i E (0, 1, . . . , n} 
1x1 >r’+(“P)+ “’ +(l’P’)lA;b;l ~<P’(P-l)l~;br~ 
and the <p’(pP ‘)-orthogonality of bo, bl, . . . follows. 
PROPOSITION 6. (y)=‘(p). 
PROOF. Let feAP(G+K), f #O and let f = C,, y A,. a be its expansion in 
AP(G+L) where YcG;, Y at most countable, A, EL \ { 0} for each (Y E Y. 
We shall prove: (a) YC Gk and (b) A, E K for each IZ E Y. 
PROOF Of(a). If G is a torsion group then, by the algebraic closedness of K, 
CL = G,$, so suppose char k =p # 0. Then G is p-divisible. For p E Y consider 
the coordinate map v? : AP(G+L)+L given by 
c ,u,.@--Yg. 
UtG; 
Since 
.A= C &AM (s E G) 
lzE Y 
we see that ABp(G) F pcfc) is a K-compactoid in L, hence so is P(G). But P(G) 
is also p-divisible implying /3(G)c K by Lemma 5 i.e. BE Gk. 
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,PROQF, of (b). Let EcZ_. be the K-Banach 
{&:a~ Y}. Let WEE’, 1,~(1)=1. As f and all 
we have 
f= w”f= c wRT)*~. 
C7tY 
space generated by K and 
ae Y have their values in K 
By uniqueness of expansion it follows that t+@,) = A,. Thus (E of countable 
type) &E K for each a E Y. 
This completes the proof Main Theorem. 
SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
1. Let A4 be an invariant mean on AP(G+K). In [8], Theorem 14.4 a formula 
is given expressing A4df) in terms of values off if char k = 0. Find such a 
formula for the case char k =p # 0. (A test case would be: G = QP, K = CP .) 
2. Find a version of the Main Theorem for continuous almost periodic 
functions on topological abelian groups. 
3. Characterize the nonabelian groups for which there exists an invariant mean 
on the set of almost periodic functions. (See [8], where it is proved that such 
an invariant mean is unique). 
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